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Set successful 
hybrid working 
into motion
With Microsoft Modern  
Management Solutions by Lenovo

Hybrid working  
is here to stay

Remote and hybrid working 
are here to stay. Employees are 
demanding flexible working 
options, and organizations 
need to offer the technology 
to enable it in order to create 
the employee experience the 
workforce is looking for.

49%
of workers would quit if 
employers didn’t offer 
flexible work options1

It brings new 
challenges for 
organizations
The complexity and demands  
of hybrid working are putting IT  
teams under even more pressure.

Devices are vital  
for collaboration  
and productivity 

Employees need 
secure, intuitive user 
experiences to stay 
productive wherever 
work happens

Growing complexity  
of deploying and  
managing remotely

70%
of tech leaders say support 
requests have spiked with 
the rise of remote work4

75%
of security decision-makers at  
the vice-president level and above 
feel the move to hybrid work leaves 
their organization more vulnerable 
to security threats5

Increasing  
demands on IT  
support teams 

67%
of business cyberattacks 
target remote workers3

Rising security  
threats targeting  
remote workers

Handle remote  
working with Microsoft  
Modern Management  
Solutions by Lenovo
We’ll help you find the best mixture  
of professional services and Microsoft 
technologies to keep your employees  
connected, keep costs under control  
and reduce the burden on IT teams.

Hardware and software technologies work 
together in Windows 11 to deliver powerful, 
ongoing protection of identity and privacy,  
to meet business needs while helping  
you comply with security regulations.

Empower hybrid workers and remote 
collaboration with 24/7 Microsoft CSP  
managed services. Delivered by Lenovo,  
your employees stay connected  
wherever they are.

Maximize 
your ROI

Our flexible  
solutions scale to  

fit your needs

Get the most out of 
your Microsoft 365 

investment
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Book a Modern  
Management Consultation 
Our experts will assess your needs and tailor Microsoft  
Modern Management Solutions by Lenovo to meet them. 

Speak to your Lenovo rep to book a consultation.
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Lenovo recommends  
Windows 11 Pro for business. 

Lenovo recommends  
Windows 11 Pro for business. 

2/3
organizations expect  
to use technology  
to improve their  
employee experience2

Take the pressure off your IT team 
Move on from manual deployment management and enjoy:

Zero-touch 
deployment

Cloud-based 
management

AI-powered  
support

Scalable modern 
management  

services


